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Features Benefits

16.5 x 7 (most popular size) Preferred alternative to price-point drums

Available as factory balanced to 20 in-oz Improved ride characteristics

1.0" drilled mounting holes Tighter dimensional control than cast-in holes

Rated up to 26,000 lbs. GAWR More application coverage with one part number

Made in the USA
Proven quality and performance, more consistent part-
to-part performance

RSD linings tested and approved Confidence in drum performance using RSD linings

Gunite 3600A® is the recognized market leader in brake drums.
Gunite offers the industry’s only brake drums that are 100% cast and machined by one U.S. company in one location. In addition, as 

a leader in wheel-end technology, it’s no surprise the Gunite 3600A® brake drum is valued for its quality and performance. Gunite’s 

industry-leading quality and performance can be attributed to our continued investment in world class manufacturing equipment, 

Lean processes and, of course, our team members. This translates to a more consistent part-to-part performance for the end customer.  

Independent testing clearly shows that the 3600A® has 15% longer life than the primary North American competitor. Gunite’s 3600A® 

has been tested and approved using the popular industry Reduced Stopping Distance (RSD) linings. The very same drum is also available 

in the aftermarket. For best performance and lowest overall life cycle costs, always install the Gunite 3600A® brake drum.

SPECIFICATIONS

Part Number 3600A® and 3600A®X

Brake Size 16.5 x 7.00

Width of Brake Surface 7.60"

Pilot Diameter 8.78"

Bolt Circle Diameter 11.25"

Bolt Holes 10

Bolt Hole Size 1.00"

Wheel Type Disc

Drum Mount Outboard/HPM

Drum Weight 112 lbs.

Made in 
the USA


